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CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 
[Claim 1] While arranging two or more LED lamps so that it may consider as the 
periphery top of the abbreviation equal distance from the medial axis of a lighting fixture 

and said medial axis and optical axis may cross by one point of distance suitably The 
conical horn-like reflector which establishes an parallel semicircle tubed reflector and is 

opened toward the travelling direction of the light from this LED lamp to the remaining 
****** js established, each LED lamp - receiving -- ****** by the side of said medial 

axis -- said optical axis -- abbreviation -- these semicircle tubed reflectors and a conical 
horn-like reflector near [ said ] the one point The light source unit which is made to unify, 

has one opening and makes it a false focus near [ said ] the one point is formed. And the 
LED lighting fixture for cars characterized by establishing the paraboloid-of-revolution 

system reflector which uses said secondary focus as a focus at said primary focus side 
while establishing the hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector which uses as a focus the 

secondary focus and this secondary focus of the hyperbola which makes said false focus a 

primary focus on said medial axis. 
[Claim 2] The LED lighting fixture for cars according to claim 1 characterized by for said 
LED lamp being one piece which makes said medial axis and optical axis in agreement, 
and being the single cylinder of the shape of a cylinder said whose medial axis and shaft 

said light source unit makes correspond. 
[Claim 3] Said hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector is an LED lighting fixture for cars 

according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by being formed by any of the inside total 
reflection side of a front surface mirror or a transparence quantity refraction member they 

are. 
[Claim 4] Said paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector is an LED lighting fixture for 

cars given in any of claim 1 characterized by considering as the configuration whose 
paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector of this itself forms a luminous-intensity- 

distribution property - claim 3 they are. 
[Claim 5] 3 of claim 1 characterized by considering said hyperboloid-of-revolution 
reflector as the configuration whose hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector of this itself 
forms a luminous-intensity-distribution property - a claim ~ the LED lighting fixture for 

cars given in any they are. 
[Claim 6] The LED lighting fixture for cars given in any of claim 1 characterized by 
establishing the auxiliary hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector acquired by rotating this 

auxiliary hyperbola by said medial axis near [ said ] the medial axis of said hyperboloid- 
of-revolution reflector supposing the auxiliary hyperbola which has the third focus of a 
shorter distance to said primary focus where said third focus is suitably leaned as a core - 

claim 5 they are. 
[Claim 7] claim 1 characterized by unifying said light source unit and said hyperboloid- 
of-revolution reflector, and making attachment and detachment free by the proper 
engagement means in said paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector - claim 6 - the LED 

lighting fixture for cars given in any they are. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

Kof the Invention] This invention relates to the configuration of the lighting5 fixture 

for cars which adopts an LED lamp as a detail as the light source about lighting fixtures 

for cars used mainly for signals, such as a tail lamp, a stop lamp, and a turn signal lamp. 

[Sption of the Prior Art] It shall be covered with the lens 93 with which lens cut 93a 

o which it is drawing? which shows the example of the configuration of 1fas 
conventional kind of LED lighting fixture 90 for cars, and two or more LED lamp, 92 are 
attached in the substrate 91 in which reflecting mirror 91a of paraboloid of revolution 
was formed corresponding to each reflecting mirror 91a, and the front of these LED lamp 

92 corresponds every LED lamp 92 was given. 
[0003] Thus, with constituting, the light from each LED lamp 92 is changed into a 

desired illuminating angle by lens cut 93a to which each co«esP0^^^^^ 
that in which the luminous-intensity-distribution property as an LED lighting fixture 90 

for cars is formed as synthesis of the light from all the LED lamps 92. 

rProblemfs) to be Solved by the Invention] However, it sets to foe above mentioned 
conventional LED lighting fixture 90 for cars. With the reduction-by-half value from 

winch the quantity oflight serves as half, with about 20-25 degrees of oneside, smce the 
illuminating angle of the LED lamp 92 is narrow By the time it reaches said lens 93 it 
will not spread to the whole surface of lens cut 93a in many cases. Punctate: hght and 
darkness as this shows to the 93rd page of a lens at dra^8 appeared, and the fine sight 
has produced the trouble used as what is spoiled remarkably - a lightmg feeling makes a 

difference view ** person produce sense of incongruity greatly compared with the 
lighting fixture for cars which makes a common incandescent lamp the light source etc 
[0005] This trouble increases the number of the LED lamps 92 earned on a substrate 92 
and or it narrows the pitch between each LED lamp 92, spacing of foe LED lamp 92 and 
a lens 93 is extended, and it can consider a cure, such as making it the light from the LbU 

lamp 92 spread all over lens cut 93a etc. _    - .. . 
[0006] In this case, in coping with it by increasing the number of the above-mentloned 
LED lamps 92, while producing the cost rise by the increment m foe number of use of foe 
LED lamp 92 naturally, a temperature rise will also become remarkable by foe increment 
in power consumption, for example, new troubles, such as compaction of the life of the 

T ED lamo 92, will be produced. , 
f00071 Moreover, when sufficient spacing for the LED lamp 92 and a lens 93 is prepared, 
it becomes that whose overall depth of foe LED lighting fixture 90 for cars increases, a 
difference is lost to depth like foe lighting fixture for cars (illustration is omitted) which 
makes an incandescent lamp foe light source, and it, and thin shape-ization of the lighting 

fixture which is foe maximum purpose which adopts foe LED lamp 92 as the light source 

cannot be attained, therefore, foe above - it is hard to adopt any cure. 

[Ss for Solving the Problem] As a concrete means for solving the above-mentioned 

conventional technical problem, while this invention arranges two or more LED lamps so 
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SmlJconsider as the periphery top of the abbreviation equal distance from the 
Saaxisof a lighting fixture^ said medial axis and optical ax, maycross^ one 

point of distance suitably The conical horn-like reflector which 
semicircle tubed reflector and is opened toward the travelling direction of the light from 

lamp to the remaining — is established, each LED lamp - recemng - 

****** by the side of said medial axis - said optical axis - abbreviation - these 
semicircle tubed reflectors and a conical horn-like reflector near [ said ] the one point The 
£KTun* which is made to unify, has one opening and makes it a false focus near 

Sid ] the one point is formed. By and the thing for which the LED ^gfixtoe for 
cars characterized by establishing the paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector which 

uses said secondary focus as a focus in said primary focus side is offered while 
Sto the h^erboloid-of-revolution reflector which uses as a focus the secondary 

focus andtis secondary focus of the hyperbola which makes said false focus a primary 

Zls on said medial axis It makes it possible to bring how at the time of lighting to be 

visible close to the lighting fixture for cars which makes an incandescent lamp the light 

source, and a technical problem is solved. 

[Embodiment of the Invention] Below, this invention is explained to a detail baseclon£e 

operation gestalt shown in drawing. Although it is the first operation gestalt of til : LED 

hehting fixture 1 for cars concerning this invention which is shown in drawing 1 with a 

t^ "LED   
fixture 1 for cars adopts LED J3"* l r !ie hght TT 

Stetlie conventional example, the light source unit 3 shall be formed by this invention, 

and it shall be equipped by said LED lamp 2 at this light source unit 3 
[0010] Moreover, the hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 4 and the paraboloid-ol- 

revolution system reflector 5 which is paraboloid of revolution fundamentally are 
established, and if said paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 5 is covered further 
ahead [ of said light source unit 3 / direction-of-radiation ], the outer lens 6 is formed at 

the LED lighting fixture 1 for cars of this invention. 
[0011] Here, if foe property of a hyperbola is simply explained in advance of explanation 

of the LED lighting fixture 1 for cars of this invention, one pair of hyperbolas M and h2 
which each faces i shown in drawing 2 have foci fl and £2 in each. If hyperbolas hi and 
h2 are rotated with the shaft X which passes along the two above-mentioned foci fl and 
f2 the hyperboloid of two sheets which both sides face in convexes will be obtained. 

robl21 Here, if the point light source is put on the focus fl of one hyperbola hi when 
wWch hyperboloid for example, the hyperboloid formed by the hyperbola h2 of another 
ride exists, the hyperboloid formed by the hyperbola h2 of another side will produce the 
efleS ght to which light is emitted from the focus £2. However, since a hyperboloid 

Ifa cTnvef me radiation angle beta of the reflected light spreads from the radiation angle 

alpha from the light source when emanating from a focus fl. 
[0013] Based on explanation of the return above, the configuration of the LED lighting 
fixture 1 for cars of this invention is again explained to drawingl - Said light source unit 
3 isTrmed on the basis of the medial axis X of the LED lighting fixture 1 for cars light 

source attachment section 3a for attaching the LED lamp 2 in a downward edge in the 
state of illustration is prepared, and this light source attachment section 3a is prepared as 

the plurality of arbitration, for example, four places, from said medial axis X on the 

periphery which is the equal distance. 
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r00141 At this time, the light from two or more [ because are formed so that one point 
may cross by fl, and the optical axis Y of each LED lamp 2 carries out said light source 

attachment section 3a on said medial axis X in this way ] LED lamps 2 becomes said 
thing which crosses by fl one point, in addition, light guide section 3b is prepared, and 

said convergence of light [ in / one point / fl ] shall be further looked like [ said light 

source unit 3 ], and shall be raised to it 
r0015] One point is established for the purpose of said thing [ leading ] to»fl, without 
producing stripping from the LED lamp 2 to the light which the hollow of said light guide 

section 3b which mirror plane processing accomplished inside as the shape of a basic 
form is cylindrical, and has a radiation angle. And in this invention, said light guide 

section 3b is constituted by two curved surfaces. 
r00161 As the half-section by the side of said medial axis X is semicircle tubed [ which 
was carried out / centering on a cylinder in the air / for 2 minutes ] and explained also 
above first, the mirror plane processing by the vacuum deposition of aluminum etc. 
constitutes the two above-mentioned curved surfaces inside, and they are set to semicircle 

tubed reflector 3c, they make said optical axis Y and shaft in agreement, and are 

[Ml^And the half-section which remains is the configuration where the conical horn 
which is the configuration cut off by two perpendicular places centering on conic [ a part 
of 1 was further half-**(ed) in accordance with the shaft, makes a shaft like the above in 
agreement with an optical axis Y, and is made into 3d of conical horn-like reflectorsjhe 
radius of 3d of said conical horn-like reflectors is made into the radius set as said light 
source attachment section 3a. The one aforementioned point and near fl If it considers as 
the proper radii centering on this one point, a cross-section configuration m case two or 
more one light guide section 3b coalesces by fl and forms one opening 3e will become 
circular, and will become convenient to projection of the light to the paraboloid-ot- 

revolution system reflector 5 explained later. 
[00181 By having considered said light source unit 3 as the above-mentioned 
configuration, the light from two or more LED lamps 2 becomes said thing converged on 
fl one point, and it sets to this invention. In a hyperbola while uses one fl as a false focus 
(fl) it is assumed as a focus, the hyperbola of another side is set up on the basis of the 
focus of one of these, and the hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 4 is acquired by this 

thing [ rotating the hyperbola of this another side by said medial axis]. 
[0019] Since said hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 4 becomes what extends a radiation 

angle by doing in this way when reflecting the light which carries out false focal (fl) 
convergence as a light by which stripping is carried out from the focus f2 of another side 
and performing this reflection moreover If the paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 5 
which uses the focus f2 of said another side as a focus, and makes the reflective direction 
an exposure side is established, this paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 5 will 

produce the reflected light which becomes the direction of radiation from the whole 

surface with abbreviation parallel mostly. . 
10020] Therefore, if proper lens cut 6a shall be given to said outer lens 6, the luminous- 
intensity-distribution property as an LED lighting fixture 1 for cars will be acquired. In 
addition, what is necessary is to change said paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 5 
into the free sculptured surface of a paraboloid system etc. from paraboloid of revolution, 

and just to omit lens cut 6a from the outer lens 6 in this case, as what forms a luminous- 
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intensity-distribution property by paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 5 the very 

thing since it is in the inclination for lens cut 6a not to be given to the outer lens 6 in 
recent years, but for the lighting fixture of the high design of a feeling of transparence to 

be liked. ....    _ A    , , 
r0021] It is the fundamental operation gestalt of the LED lighting fixture 1 for cars 
concerning this invention, and with having constituted in this way, the above converges 

the light from two or more LED lamps 2 on a false focus (fl) by the light source unit 3, 
extends a radiation angle according to the hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 4 and 

supplies the paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 5. Therefore, offer of the LED 
lighting fixture 1 for cars which it becomes [ lighting fixture ] the thing made to carry out 
the luminosity of the whole surface of the paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 5 like 

[ when making into the light source the incandescent lamp which emits light to an 

omnidirection mostly, also when adopting the LED lamp 2 with a very narrow 
illuminating angle as the light source ], and there is [ lighting fixture ] no optical 
nonuniformity, and does not produce sense of incongruity is attained. Moreover, the 
required number of the LED lamp 2 for obtaining the same luminescence area can also be 

reduced sharply. . . 
[0022] Subsequently, a desirable applied operation gestalt is actually explained in 
operation. It is the second operation gestalt of this invention which is shown m drawing 
3 and this second operation gestalt is related with said hyperboloid-of-revolution 
reflector 4. Although explained as that to which said hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 

4 rotated the hyperbola with the front first operation gestalt, naturally in such a 
configuration, the other reflected light is also produced to said light source unit 3, it 
becomes invalid and the reflected light of this part also has much quantity of light in 

comparison. 
[0023] That this problem should be coped with, with this second operation gestalt, as 
shown in drawing 3 , auxiliary hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 4a is prepared in said 
hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 4, this auxiliary hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 

4a makes the same location one [ said ] focus (false focus) fl, and the auxiliary hyperbola 

h3 corresponding to the third focus f3 is formed in a location nearer than the focus £2 of 

said another side supposing the third focus f3. 
[0024] Lean said third focus O only for an include angle gamma suitably as a core, and 
this auxiliary hyperbola h3 by and the thing which the curved surface acquired by 
rotating by the medial axis X in this condition is auxiliary hyperboloid-of-revolution 

reflector 4a, and was done in this way The light from the light source unit 3 which 
reached said medial axis X becomes that to which it **** to the side more and reflection 
is performed, becomes what reaches the paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 5, and 

will become usable as an exposure light from the original reflective direction. 
[0025] It is the third operation gestalt and the fourth operation gestalt of this invention 
wWch are shown in drawn^, and it also requte^ 
hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 4. If the hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 4 adopted 

with the above mentioned first operation gestalt and the second operation gestalt here is 
examined, each of these performs mirror plane processing by the vacuum deposition of 

aluminum etc. to a metal member, a resin member, etc., and the hyperboloid-of- 

revolution reflector 4 is opaque. 
[0026] The shadow of the hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 4 is projected on said outer 
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fens^ lithe part of this becomes dark. That this point should be coped with, by this 
third operation gestalt, the hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 7 is formed by 
transparence members, such as transparence resin, and with tins operation gestalt, 
reflector 7a is formed as an interface of high refraction members, such as resin, and 

plantar-flexion chip box members, such as atmospheric air and \s/07der^.^ht. 
configuration to which a high refraction member exists in the field side in which light is 

r0027]eThus, since the light which arrived at the interface from the high refraction side 

above the critical angle by the difference of the refractive index of both members 
becomes what performs inside total reflection in the interface of a high refraction 
member and a plantar-flexion chip box member, if said reflector 7a removes near [ which 

Scomes below a critical angle ] the medial axis X, it carries out total reflection of the 

light from the false light source fl. 
[0028] So that there may be nothing for said reflector 7a to lose the propertyas 
hyperboloid of revolution at this time Plane-of-incidence 7b which incorporates the light 

from said false light source fl in a high refraction member shall be formed as the 
spherical surface rl centering on said false light source fl, and shall not produce 
refraction at the time of passage. Injection side 7c which passes when similarly the light 
reflected by reflector 7a injects in atmospheric air shall be formed as the sphencal surface 

r2 centering on the focus f2 of another side, and, similarly shall not have produced 

fOoSmoreover, as described above, it becomes near the medial axis X of said reflector 

7a below a critical angle, and it produces the phenomenon which the light from the false 
light source fl penetrates. With this third operation gestalt, the aforementioned 
phenomenon is used positively, near the medial axis X of said reflector 7a, lens 7d for 
transverse-plane light made into the shape of a convex lens is prepared, and the shadow 
of the hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 7 produced with the first operation gestalt and 

the second operation gestalt is canceled. 
[00301 In addition, what drawing 4 goes and is partially shown in a nght half part is the 

fourth operation gestalt added to the third operation gestalt, is preparing lens cut 7e in 
injection side 7c in this way, and when injecting from injection side 7c, it shall omit lens 
cut 6a of the outer lens 6 as what produces proper diffusion. In addition the same 
operation will be acquired if proper irregularity is prepared in the hyperboloid-of- 
revolution reflector 4 also in the first operation gestalt and the second operation gestalt. 
[0031] Drawing 5 is the fifth operation gestalt of this invention, with flns fifth operation 
gestalt, like illustration, the LED lamp 2, the light source unit 3, and the hyperboloid-of- 

revolution reflector 4 unify, and are formed, and the engagement means 8 such as a 
bayonet used in order to detach and attach an incandescent lamp to a lighting fixture, are 

established further. In addition, although illustration is omitted, it cannot be 
overemphasized that it is that in which the engagement means also corresponding to 
[ receptacle / bayonet ] said paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 5 side is formed 

[0032tsmce^achment and detachment of the part of the light source unit 3 are attained 

from the paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 5 (the outer lens 6 is included) by 
doing in this way including the LED lamp 2 and the hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector 4, 

the paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 5 side can be taken as the almost same 
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configuration as an ordinary lighting fixture. Therefore, when changing the color of 
lamplight, improvement in versatility etc. is attained that what is necessary is to exchange 

only the light source unit 3 side. 
[0033] drawing 6 - the sixth operation gestalt of this invention ~ it is — the above — 

although it explained noting that the LED lamp 2 was plurality also in which operation 
gestalt, as for this invention, it is possible for you to make it materialized, even when the 
LED lamp 2 is a piece. In this case, the LED lamp 2 should just form the light source unit 

9 as bell shape single tubed which makes a medial axis X and a shaft in agreement like 
illustration that what is necessary is just to make that optical axis in agreement with a 

medial axis X. In addition, since the operation effectiveness in this sixth operation gestalt 
is the same as each operation gestalt explained above almost, detailed explanation here is 

omitted. 
[0034] 

[Effect of the Invention] While arranging two or more LED lamps so that it may consider 
as the periphery top of the abbreviation equal distance from the medial axis of a lighting 

fixture and said medial axis and optical axis may cross by one point of distance suitably 
by this invention as explained above The conical horn-like reflector which establishes an 

parallel semicircle tubed reflector and is opened toward the travelling direction of the 
light from this LED lamp to the remaining ****** is established, each LED lamp - 
receiving ~ ****** by the side of said medial axis - said optical axis - abbreviation — 

these semicircle tubed reflectors and a conical horn-like reflector near [ said ] the one 

point The light source unit which is made to unify, has one opening and makes it a false 

focus near [ said ] the one point is formed. By and the thing considered as the LED 
lighting fixture for cars which established the paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector 
which uses said secondary focus as a focus in said primary focus side while establishing 

the hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector which uses as a focus the secondary focus and this 

secondary focus of the hyperbola which makes said false focus a primary focus on said 
medial axis The light from two or more LED lamps shall be converged on a false focus 
by the light source unit, it shall become the thing which extends an illuminating angle in 
a hyperboloid-of-revolution reflector, and a paraboloid-of-revolution system reflector is 
made to carry out incidence, and a lighting feeling like the lighting fixture which adopted 

the incandescent lamp as the light source shall be obtained. Therefore, it becomes the 
thing which optical nonuniformity is not produced [ thing ] like the lighting fixture which 

makes the conventional LED lamp the light source, either, and does not make a view ** 
person produce sense of incongruity, and the effectiveness which was extremely excellent 

in improvement in the fine sight of this kind of LED lighting fixture for cars is done so. 
Moreover, if it is the same luminescence area, the required number of an LED lamp will 

become what is reduced sharply, and will do so the effectiveness which was extremely 
excellent also in the cost cut of this kind of LED lighting fixture for cars. 


